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Abstract
Breast cancer is a highly contagious disease that has killed many people all over the world. It can be fully recovered from early detection.
To enable the early detection of the breast cancer, it is very important to classify accurately whether it is breast cancer or not. Recently,
the deep learning approach method on the medical images such as these histopathologic images of the breast cancer is showing higher
level of accuracy and efficiency compared to the conventional methods. In this paper, the breast cancer histopathological image that is
difficult to be distinguished was analyzed visually. And among the deep learning algorithms, the CNN(Convolutional Neural Network)
specialized for the image was used to perform comparative analysis on whether it is breast cancer or not. Among the CNN algorithms,
VGG16 and InceptionV3 were used, and transfer learning was used for the effective application of these algorithms.
The data used in this paper is breast cancer histopathological image dataset classifying the benign and malignant of BreakHis. In the 2class classification task, InceptionV3 achieved 98% accuracy. It is expected that this deep learning approach method will support the
development of disease diagnosis through medical images.
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1. Introduction
In 2012, 1.7 million women were diagnosed with breast cancer
worldwide. It is also ranked No. 2 in the number of deaths among
female cancer patients, and in 2002, approximately 520,000 female patients died from breast cancer worldwide [1]. The best
treatment method for breast cancer is early detection, which can
be recovered completely from early detection. Therefore, it is very
important to classify accurately whether it is breast cancer or not
to enable early detection of breast cancer. In this process of using
medical images for diagnosis, there can be different analysis results on the image depending on the medical laboratory technologists. However, this kind of error does not occur in the diagnosis
method using the computer, and it can derive consistent diagnosis
result [2]. There were numerous studies conducted on the machine
learning method through the computer to enable accurate diagnosis of these medical images. Recently, the deep learning method of
analysis is showing more outstanding results compared to the
conventional machine learning methods, and is being applied to
various fields including extraction and division of organs or cancer sites, or on image classification and disease recognition, etc [3,
27, 28]. The analysis and diagnosis of medical images uses histopathology images for the following reasons. The purpose is to
study the abnormalities of diseased tissue and cell changes in

comparison with healthy tissue and cells for electron microscope
observation. In this paper, the deep learning approach method is
applied to the breast cancer histopathology image of BreakHis to
perform the task of classifying the image into benign and malignant. This method shows higher level of reliability and accuracy
compared to conventional classification methods. The classifiers
used in the classification of breast cancer cells are the VGG16 and
InceptionV3 models that are CNN(Convolutional Neural Network) types used actively in the image classification on deep
learning. Breast cancer histopathological image will be analyzed
visually, and comparative analysis will be performed on its performance through the VGG16 and InceptionV3 models. In addition, to apply the algorithm shown above, the pre-trained neural
network will be used for transfer learning. Two of the transfer
learning methods will be used in this thesis. One method is to
retrain only the last classification layer and the other is to readjust
the overall pre-trained network [4]. In this thesis, the last layer
learning method is called custom layer method because it changes
the way layers are applied. All two transfer learning methods will
be used to verify which transfer learning method is most useful for
each algorithm. In conventional studies, the breast cancer image
was used to apply the CNN models into both the overall layer
learning method and the last layer learning method for study [5].
Also, there are many cases of application in not only limiting to
the breast cancer images, but also to various pathological images
including numerous cancer cells, gastro scope, CT, MRI, etc [2,
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6]. In this paper, the CNN model not used in the previous mentioned studies was applied additionally, and the layer used in
transfer learning was applied differently to analyze the breast cancer image.

2. Related Work

There are various kinds of optimization algorithms, such as Adagrad, Momentum, and so on. In this paper, there are RMSProp and
Adam. The parameters of the network are θ, J(θ) is loss function,
∇θJ(θ) is gradient, η is step size, γ is momentum term, t is time
step, ϵ is a small value to prevent dividing by zero, and Gt is a kdemension vector [23, 29].
2.2.1 RMSprop

2.1. CNN
CNN(Convolutional Neural Network) is a deep learning method
that shows outstanding results in image recognition [24, 26]. In
addition, the characteristics of CNN is that the convolutional layer
and pooling layer are used, and ReLU (Rectified Linear Unit) is
used for the activation function [7, 25]. In the CNN model, there
are many types such as VGGNet and Inception models that were
used in this paper.

RMSProp(2) is a method proposed by Deep Learning's master
Jeffrey Hinton to address Adagrad's shortcomings. It is a method
that replaces the Gt obtained by converting the sum of the squared
gradients from Adagrad's equation to an index average. This substitution allows the Gt to grow indefinitely, but maintain a relative
size difference between variables in recent changes, such as Adagrad. In the following manner [23].

2.1.1 VGGNet
The VGGNet is a model that ranked second in the 2014 ImageNet
Challenge classification sector, and the characteristic is to increase
the structural depth through very small 3X3 convolutional filters.
In this process, stride 1, 3X3 convolution, max pooling and average pooling were used, and representative types is VGG16. It is a
model that shows good results through simple structure [8].

(2)
2.2.2 Adam
Adam(3) is an algorithm that looks like a combination of
RMSProp and Momentum. And this is the most commonly used
algorithm as the default. This method stores the index mean of the
slopes, which have been calculated similarly to the Momentum
method, and the index average of the squared values of the slopes,
similar to RMSProp [23, 30].

Fig. 1: The architecture of VGGNet[9]

(3)

2.1.2 GoogLeNet

2.3. Transfer Learning

GoogLeNet was ranked first in the 2014 ImageNet Challenge
classification sector, and it was designed to use the Network in
Network (NIN) structure to enable better extraction of the feature
inside the local receptive field. Therefore, it is a model that reduces the filter size from 7X7 to 3X3, and is applied with the Batch
normalization on the last fully connected layer. Representative
types is InceptionV3 [10].

A large-scale data set is required to enable deep neural network
learning, and transfer learning using a model learned from another
large-scale data set can be applied to solve the problem of data
shortage. The transfer learning does not enable learning from
scratch on the CNN, but is a method of applying the pre-trained
model through the large-scale dataset to the data for actual learning. By using the transfer learning, it is possible to enable learning
through small amount of data while avoiding over-fitting. There
are three transfer learning methods as follows. The first method is
using ConvNet as fixed feature extractor. Next is fine-tuning the
ConvNet. Last one is using pretrained models. This paper will
discuss second method [4, 12, 13, 14].
2.3.1 Fine-Tuning the ConvNet

Fig. 2: The architecture of GoogLeNet[11]

2.2. Gradient Descent Optimization Algorithms
Gradient descent is used to control the weight of a neural network.
This is a method of using gradient to minimize the value of loss
function that defines the difference between the results produced
in the network and the actual results. Gradient descent gradient in
size as well as a constant in the opposite direction of the repeated
loss to minimize the value of function. Function (1) is as follows.
(1)
The use of the entire set of traffic when calculating the Loss Function is called Batch Gradient Delay. However, this calculation
requires too much calculation because the Loss Function is calculated for the entire data in one step. To prevent this, a method
commonly referred to as Strategic Gradient Descent (SGD) is used.

Fig. 3: The Overall flow of transfer learning

Fine-tuning is to not only replace and retrain the classifier on top
of the ConvNet on the new dataset, but to also fine-tune the
weights of the pretrained network by continuing the backpropaga-
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tion. It is possible to fine-tune all the layers of the ConvNet, or it’s
possible to keep some of the earlier layers fixed and only fine-tune
some higher-level portion of the network. There are four main
ways to do fine-tuning.
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All image slides use 740X460 pixels, and different expansion
ratios of 40X, 100X, 200X and 400X [16]. Figure 1 shows the
histopathological image according to each classification.

3.3. Data Augmentation
First, New dataset is small and similar to original dataset. Since
the data is small, overfitting can be occurred. In this case, learn the
linear classifier using CNN codes. Second, New dataset is large
and similar to the original dataset. Since overfiting will not occur
due to sufficient data, the entire network must be fine-tuning.
Third, New dataset is small but very different from the original
dataset. Because the data to be learned is different from the original data, the value of activation in the front layer of the network
should be used to learn SVMs. Forth, New dataset is large and
very different from the original dataset. Because of its large data,
CNN may be deployed from the start, but it is also better to use a
pretrained model. Fine-tuning the entire network since there is
plenty of data. [4].

3. Analysis Method

In the process of Deep Neural Network learning, over-fitting of
inhibiting the classification performance is occurred when there is
insufficient number of required dataset, and to solve this issue,
data augmentation is used to increase the number of learning images through the method of cutting or rotating the existing dataset.
In this paper, the data augmentation was applied to classify the
breast cancer histopathological image into benign and malignant
effectively [5, 17, 18]. The rotation range was applied with 50 to
enable random rotation of the image within 50 degrees, and 0.5
was applied both for the width shift range and the height shift
range to move it randomly in horizontal and vertical directions
within 50% of the total area. In addition, the horizontal flip and
the vertical flip were applied with true to enable random flip in
horizontal and vertical directions. The zoom was applied in the
range of 0.5.

3.1. System Diagram
The overall process of the system is shown as follows. The breast
cancer image is inputted and passed through the image processing
of Data augmentation and data pre-processing to derive the output.

Fig. 6: Examples of methods applied to BreakHis dataset in this thesis :
rotation, horizontal shift, vertical shift, zoom, horizontal flip, vertical flip

3.4. Data Pre-Processing
Fig. 4: Overall system diagram for classification

3.2. Dataset
Table 1: The Composition of the BreakHis Dataset used in the thesis
Magnification
Benign
Malignant
Total
40X
652
1,370
1,995
100X
644
1,437
2,081
200X
623
1,390
2,013
400X
588
1,232
1,820
Total of Images
2,480
5,429
7,909

In this paper, BreakHis (The Breast Cancer Histopathological
Images) dataset was used. The BreakHis is composed of 9,109
microscopic images of breast tumor tissue (2,480 benign and
5,429 malignant) collected from 82 patients.

The color of the dataset was applied with RGB to preserve the
tissue structures and different features of the histopathological
image [5]. The image was resized into 224X224X3 or 299X299X3
to apply it appropriate for the VGG16 and InceptionV3 structures
used in this paper [8, 10]. In terms of BreakHis dataset used in this
paper, there are 2,480 Benign images and 5,429 malignant images,
so there is a great difference in the number of data included in
each category. Data Imbalance can reduce the performance of
CNN, and to solve this issue, the Under-Sampling method was
applied. Based on the determined rule, the number of data of many
classes is sampled by the number of data of a small number of
classes [19].

Fig.7: Resizes of original images for each model

3.4. Training
Fig.5: BreakHis dataset composed of benign and malignant images : benign [(a) : adenosis, (b) : fibroadenoma, (c) : phyllodes tumor, (d) : tubular
adenoma], malignant [(e) : ductal carcinoma, (f) : lobular carcinoma, (g) :
mucinous carcinoma, (h) : papillary carcinoma]

After data pre-processing and data argumentation were completed,
fine-tuning was enabled on the CNN model to perform training on
the breast cancer histopathological image (Breakhis dataset). The
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CNN models used in the training were Vgg16 and InceptionV3,
and pre-trained network was applied to each model. In addition,
the fine-tuning was performed by using the pre-trained model
trained through the large-scale data of the ImageNet. In this experiment, pretrained network was applied and the last layer was omitted. Because we added a custom classification network on the top
of the prebuilt network and replace the last layer. The layers used
in the custom network are GlobalAveragePooling(GAP) and two
Fully Connected Layer(FC). Global Average Pooling is a method
used to replace traditional Fully Connected Layer on CNN. There
is a tendency to overcompose at Fully Connected Layers when
using CNN. Dropout was proposed as a regularizer by Hilton et al,
which contributed to the prevention of overcongestion [31]. Fully
Connected Layer is
Then only the custom layer was learned, or the whole layer was
learned [4, 5, 15, 20].
In the process of training the models in this paper, optimizer appropriate for each algorithm was used. The Vgg16 was applied
with Adam optimizer [8, 21] and the InceptionV3 was applied
with RMSprop optimizer [10].
For the learning rate, 0.0001 was applied, along with 1e-6 for
decay, 32 for batch size, and 100 for epoch. Among the overall
images, 20% for test set and 80% for train set were set-up.

Fig. 8: Overall network architecture for transfer learning VGG16

4. Result
Fine-tuning was performed on the breast cancer dataset to classify
into Malignant and Benign, and among the fine-tuning methods,
two methods of learning only the custom layer and learning whole
layers were used. The values shown in Table 1 can be described as
follows: accuracy(ACC), sensitivity(SE), specificity(SP), precision(P) [22].
Table 2: The result of two methods of fine-tuning applied to each model
Model name
Layer type
ACC
SE
SP
P
VGG16
Custom
0.83
0.82
0.85
0.84
VGG16
Whole
0.97
0.96
0.98
0.97
InceptionV3
Custom
0.74
0.71
0.79
0.76
InceptionV3
Whole
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.99

5. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, breast cancer image analysis was performed to analyze the most fatal cancer in women. It was enabled through the
deep learning method for the effective and accurate diagnosis of
breast cancer. Among the deep learning methods, CNN algorithm
types of Vgg16 and InceptionV3 were used to focus on classifying
whether it is a breast cancer cell or not. In addition, to enhance the
performance of the classifier, pre-trained network from the
ImageNet was used to perform Transfer Learning.
From the experiment, the following results were confirmed. There
was difference between VGG16 and InceptionV3. And whole
layer method has higher performance than custom layer. If sufficient computing environment and professional medical knowledge
are supported, future work will be a simpler and more accurate

cancer diagnosis deep learning system. This can be applied to a
variety of medical images and can greatly assist medical image
diagnosis. The vast amount of data can be used to help doctors
make decisions and to help many people by acting as doctors in
poor countries without doctors. Deep Learning will soon be able
to conquer diseases such as cancer, providing the best diagnosis
and customized treatment anywhere.
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